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DAVID FENNESSY
1 Panopticon  17’30
 Psappha 

 Tim Williams cimbalom • Benedict Holland violin • Susie Meszaros viola • Jennifer Langridge cello

 Hebrides Ensemble

 Zoë Beyers violin • David Adams viola • William Conway cello

2 Piano Trio  19’45
 (Music for the pauses in a conversation between John Cage and Morton Feldman)
 Psappha

 Benedict Holland violin • Jennifer Langridge cello • Benjamin Powell piano

 13 Factories
3 Intro 1’45

4 Rehearsal Letter B 2’30

5 Rehearsal Letter E 1’21

6 Rehearsal Letter G 2’14

7 Rehearsal Letter J 1’02

8  Rehearsal Letter K 2’59

9  Rehearsal Letter Q 0’55

bl Rehearsal Letter R 4’44
 Ensemble Modern • Johannes Kalitzke conductor

 LIVE RECORDING

bm Hirta Rounds 13’37
 Münchener Kammerorchester

  Total timing 68’52
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feel of things. My idea of a singer 
was someone screaming down a 
microphone in your face, or a guitar 
was so loud you felt it in your belly 
before you heard it. The sensual and 
the intellectual, I don’t really get the 
distinction. They go hand in glove for 
me.”

Fennessy grew up in Maynooth, Co 

Kildare, playing guitar in rock bands. 

He started reading music around the 

age of 16, and jokes that “the writing 
was on the wall”, compositionally 

speaking, when he started turning up 

at band rehearsals with 20-minute 

instrumental tracks that were 

“basically all bridge. You can guess 
how much my bandmates loved 
that.” Tendonitis and an increasing 

preoccupation with writing long-form 

shifted him away from a career as a 

guitarist and towards Glasgow to study 

and eventually teach composition. But 

he never lost touch with how it feels 

to be part of a group. He describes 

classical music as “a party I wasn’t 

invited to, so I’m always fi nding ways of 
putting myself in the middle of things 
to see what it feels like”. 

The key is this: Fennessy’s appetite 

for complete visceral experience never 

cuts out real life. He yearns for musical 

utopias but he also invites the world in 

and turns our attention to the skill and 

dignity of those making the sounds. 

There’s a robust set of social values 

in the way he grants agency to his 

players. Since a student piece called 

graft (2009) – four instruments doing 

identical things, pulling in the same 

direction but also pulling apart – all of 

his chamber works have explored the 

function of leaders and followers, the 

potential for individuality within the 

collective.  

So it is with Panopticon. The word 

generally refers to an 18th-century 

prison design in which cells were 

arranged around a circular central 

chamber from where a governor could 

keep an eye on prisoners at all times. 

In Fennessy’s piece, the cimbalom 

“You mean if you wanna be a great 
artist you have to turn off the radio?”

Morton Feldman, irked by hearing 

transistor radios blaring rock ’n’ roll 

on the beach, poses the question 

to John Cage in the late 1960s. It’s 

a glorious image, Feldman grumpily 

stalking the sands in a swimsuit, 

and the anecdote triggers one of the 

great ‘radio happenings’ that took 

place between two heavyweights of 

the American avant-garde. (From July 

1966 to January 1967, Cage and 

Feldman recorded four open-ended 

conversations at the studios of WBAI 

in New York.) Their conversation circles 

around what counts as pure art and 

what counts as intrusion, and what 

happens when one collides with the 

other.

Twenty minutes of that radio happening 

provide skeleton, soul and sinew of 

David Fennessy’s Piano Trio. The 

music exists in the extravagant gaps 

that punctuate the conversation. 

Nothing has been altered in the 

recording – the hefty silences are 

integral to the rhythm of the Cage/

Feldman discourse, and at fi rst 

Fennessy’s instruments sound like 

observers, echoing and riffi ng on the 

intonation of the voices. Then the roles 

start to shift and it’s the voices that 

seem to accompany the instruments. 

The outside world infi ltrates the inner 

and becomes part of the fabric. It’s 

just as Feldman concludes: “you 
wanna leave the door open”. And 

that idea permeates all four works on 

this album, because the brilliance of 

Fennessy’s music is that it is both. It’s 

the pure art and the intrusion. 

There’s certainly a nub of unabashed 

beauty. The earthy strings of Hirta 
Rounds, the gratifying thrum of the 

cimbalom in Panopticon – a seductive 

tactility in the fi bre of bows, the thwack 

of hammers, the weft and clack of 

looms. To listen to this music is about 

feel as well as sound. “My musical 
background,” Fennessy explains, 

“was really about that. About the 
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becomes the governor at the heart 

of a string ensemble arranged in a 

semicircle. Every hammer stroke sets 

off a ripple, like a stone dropping into 

water, and when the ripple reaches 

the rest of the ensemble they refl ect 

it back and magnify the sound. The 

cimbalom dictates everything about the 

music: the pulse, the dynamics, even 

the harmony, because the ensemble’s 

notes are derived from the cimbalom’s 

natural harmonics. Fennessy describes 

“living in the world of the piece, 
opening up the overtones and climbing 
inside them, everything becoming 
heightened, everything getting 

magnifi ed and kaleidoscopic. I have 
this image of the cimbalom string as 
six metres in diameter.” The enveloping 

simplicity, the total commitment to 

concept without losing track of the 

humanity – it’s classic Fennessy.

13 Factories is a piece about place, 

space, the dignity of work, the dignity 

of an individual in a crowd. It was 

inspired by fi ve weeks spent in Hong 

Kong; the title refers to the factories 

of Canton (now Guangzhou), built on 

the banks of the Pearl River in the 

late 1600s. There was also a specifi c 

image that struck Fennessy during his 

trip to China. A woman talking on a 

mobile phone on a crowded train, her 

hand cupped over the mouthpiece in 

an attempt to maintain her own privacy 

and respect the privacy of those 

around her. “I noticed it in restaurants, 
too,” says Fennessy, “that while people 
used a toothpick with one hand, the 
other hand would come up to protect 
the mouth from view. Somehow 
this image took on a metaphorical 
signifi cance – the mouth as a vehicle 
for self expression and the diffi culty of 
making its individual voice heard in a 
place as densely populated as Hong 
Kong, Shenzhen or Guangzhou.”

The sounds we actually hear in 13 
Factories come from much closer to 

home. The recordings played from four 

hand-held speakers are of old looms 

traditionally used in the Outer Hebrides 

to produce Harris Tweed. “Apart from 
the obvious contrast to the huge 
factories of the Pearl River Delta,” 

Fennessy notes, “it is their dignifi ed 
solitude and perhaps the loneliness 
that comes from the rhythms of their 
machines that attracted me.”

Hirta Rounds likewise takes its 

inspiration from the craggy west coast 

of Scotland. Hirta is an island in the 

remote St Kilda archipelago whose 

last inhabitants were evacuated in 

the 1930s. Fennessy’s piece is full 

of the atmosphere of the place: the 

gannet stacks, the wild cliff faces, 

the sense of time frozen and a whole 

culture abandoned on this barren 

rock in the middle of the ocean. The 

only stipulation set by the Münchener 

Kammerorchester, the ensemble that 

commissioned the piece, was that 

there should be no conductor, which 

Fennessy took as a challenge to try 

something audaciously simple. “To 
fi nd a deeper pulse”, he describes. 

“Like the ground or the sea or the 
mountains. A deep pulse that is felt 

rather than counted. Everything in a 
constant state of organic breathing in 
and out. Rubato is a very individually-
felt thing, governed by something 
universal like a tide.” 

So we end the album on the windy 

cliffs of St Kilda: an imagined utopia, 

islands too fi erce for habitation whose 

tough traditions we now romanticise 

as untainted. In his slow conversation 

with Cage, Feldman suggests that what 

we like we call real while what we don’t 

like we call intrusion. Fennessy shows 

us the impossibility of separation, the 

beauty of both. Keep the radio on,  

© 2019 Kate Molleson
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David Fennessy (Maynooth, Ireland 1976) 

began his musical life as guitarist in a 

school rock band but had no formal musical 

training until the age of fi fteen when 

he decided to study classical guitar. He 

became interested in composition during his 

undergraduate degree at the Dublin College 

of Music. In 1998 he moved to Glasgow to 

study for his Masters Degree at the Royal 

Conservatoire of Scotland with James 

MacMillan. He was later invited to join the 

composition faculty and has held a teaching 

post there since 2005.

Fennessy’s music has been performed 

nationally and internationally by many 

groups including the BBC Scottish Symphony 

Orchestra, Münchener Kammerorchester, 

RTÉ National Symphony Orchestra of 

Ireland, London Sinfonietta, Talea Ensemble, 

Hebrides Ensemble, Psappha, and 

Ensemble Modern.

Highlights include Hauptstimme, for solo 

viola and ensemble premiered by Garth 

Knox with Rednote Ensemble at the 

Huddersfi eld Festival and La Rejouissance, 
La Paix, written for Ensemble Modern’s 30th 

anniversary celebrations.

Fennessy’s music theatre work Pass the 

Spoon – a collaboration with visual artist 

David Shrigley – was premiered in Glasgow 

in November 2011. Since 2012 he has been 

working on a trilogy of large scale works, 

Conquest of the Useless, based on the 

diaries of the German fi lm director Werner 

Herzog written during the production of 

the 1982 movie Fitzcarraldo. In May 2016, 

Sweat of the Sun was premiered at the 

Munich Biennale.

David’s music is published by Universal 

Edition. www.universaledition.com

David Fennessy would like to thank ... 

Tim Williams and Psappha for initiating 
this project in the fi rst place and Will 
Conway for bringing Panopticon to life. Also, 
Dietmar Wiesner and Ensemble Modern 
for their continuing support over the years 
and Florian Ganslmeier and Münchener 
Kammerorchester for taking a punt on me.

I couldn’t have made 13 Factories without 
the incredible programming skills of Pete 
Dowling. I am very grateful to Rachel 
Duckhouse for allowing me to use her 
beautiful artwork on the cover. 

Finally, never ending thanks to Sonia for her 
love and patience.

Information about the artists on this disc 

can be found on NMC’s website:

www.nmcrec.co.uk

13 Factories for ensemble and electronics was commissioned by 
Ensemble Modern and Siemens Arts Programm for the project „into…“ 

Panopticon was commissioned by Psappha and Hebrides Ensemble 
and was made possible with funding through Beyond Borders from the 
PRS for Music Foundation, Creative Scotland, Kimie Trust, McGlashan 
Charitable Trust, Binks Trust, Arts Council of Ireland, Arts Council of 
Northern Ireland and the Arts Council of Wales as well as the support of 
the Ernst von Siemens Music Foundation.

Piano Trio was commissioned by the Court of the University of Glasgow, 
on 2010, under the terms of the McEwen bequest.

Hirta Rounds was commissioned by the Münchener Kammerorchester, 
sponsored by the Ernst von Siemens Music Foundation.

Conversation between John Cage and Morton Feldman: Recording 
used with the kind permission of Barbara Monk Feldman and the John 
Cage Trust. 

Panopticon and Piano Trio were recorded at Stoller Hall, Manchester 
on 2-5 June 2018. Hirta Rounds was recorded at Kupferhaus Planegg, 
Munich on 20-21 July 2017.

DAVID LEFEBER Recording Engineer & Producer

13 Factories was recorded by Hessischer Rundfunk at Alte Oper, 
Frankfurt on 10 October 2009.

ECKHARD GLAUCHE Recording Producer
THOMAS ESCHLER Recording Engineer
DAVID LEFEBER Mixing & Editing

DAVID LEFEBER Mastering
COLIN MATTHEWS Executive Producer for NMC

Cover image: Shell Interface 2+3 by Rachel Duckhouse 
www.rachelduckhouse.co.uk

NMC Recordings is a charitable company (reg. no. 328052) established 
for the recording of contemporary music; it is grateful for funding from 
Arts Council England and The Delius Trust.

ANNE RUSHTON Executive Director
ELEANOR WILSON General Manager
ALEX WRIGHT Development and Partnerships Manager
LUCILE GASSER Development Assistant
RACHEL WILMOT Label Assistant

DISTRIBUTION
NMC recordings are distributed worldwide in CD, download and 
streaming formats. For more information visit our website.
You can also purchase recordings direct from our online store
www.nmcrec.co.uk

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT:
NMC Recordings Ltd
St Margaret’s House, 21 Old Ford Road
Bethnal Green, London, E2 9PL
Tel. +44 (0)20 3022 5836
E-mail: nmc@nmcrec.co.uk • Website: www.nmcrec.co.uk

All rights of the manufacturer and owner of the recorded material
reserved. Unauthorised public performance, broadcasting and copying
of this recording prohibited.

13 Factories ℗ 2009 Hessischer Rundfunk
All other tracks ℗ 2019 NMC Recordings
© 2019 NMC Recordings Ltd 

Catalogue no.: NMC D244

This recording is proudly supported by 

an Athenaeum Award from the Royal 

Conservatoire of Scotland (RCS). The RCS 

Athenaeum Awards Schemes offer small 

amounts of funding on a competitive basis, 

to help seed or fully-fund research and 

knowledge exchange projects led by its staff.
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With special thanks to Creative Scotland, the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, 
The Fidelio Chartiable Trust, and The RVW Trust for their support of this recording.

Thank you to the trusts, foundations and individuals who are investing 
in NMC’s Debut Discs series:

Debut Discs is NMC’s acclaimed showcase series for gifted early-career 
composers from the British Isles. As a registered charity, we need your 
support so we can continue to create more Debut Discs with the best 

emerging talent. For further information on how you can help, please visit 
www.nmcrec.co.uk/support-us, email: development@nmcrec.co.uk 

or phone 020 3022 5888

The John S Cohen Foundation
The Garrick Charitable Trust

Nicholas and Judith Goodison’s        
   Charitable Settlement

The Leche Trust
The Mercers’ Charitable Foundation

Stanley Picker Trust
The Steel Charitable Trust

Terry Holmes
Robert McFarland 

James and Anne Rushton
Martin Staniforth
Duncan Tebbet

Judith Weir
and everyone who donated through 

   NMC’s Debut Disc Appeal
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THE BLISS TRUST
www.blisstrust.org

THANK YOU SUPPORT 
NMC RECORDINGS
As a registered charity (no. 328052) NMC holds 
a distinctive position in the recording industry, 
providing public benefi t through the contribution 
our work makes to enriching cultural life. 

Becoming a Friend of NMC allows you to 

support the most exciting new music from the 

British Isles and helps secure NMC’s future. We 

provide a range of opportunities for our donors 

to see behind the scenes of the organisation 

and the music we release.

Friends (£50 - £99 per year) receive a quarterly 
newsletter, updates on future releases, plus invites 
to special events.  

Benefactors (£100 - £249) also enjoy a 25% 
discount in our online store, a CD booklet credit, 
and invitations to recording sessions.

Principal Benefactors (£250 - £499) also enjoy an 
invitation to our annual composer gathering.

Ambassadors (£500 - £999) also enjoy invitations 
to intimate, exclusive events with the NMC team, 
composers and artists.

Joining the Producer’s Circle (£1,000+) allows you 
to take your support of NMC further and have a 
closer association with our work, through a deeper 
insight into the projects we put together and the 
artists we work with.

You can also support NMC with a one-off donation, 
by becoming a Corporate Friend (£500+ per year) 
and by leaving a gift in your will. 

Please visit www.nmcrec.co.uk/support-us, 
email development@nmcrec.co.uk, 
or call 020 3022 5888 for more information.
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